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 In PLS classes for children, our system of ranks, in order to give us a 
structured curriculum, includes a number of learning goals, for which students 
are tested. As students progress in the rank, they color in areas on their per-
sonal progress charts to indicate which rank requirements they have passed 
the test for.

Why We Test

 Children, especially as they grow older, are motivated by a sense of 
achievement. Coloring a portion of a progress chart every week or so helps 
students see their progress in concrete terms, which raises their enthusiasm 
for learning English. This is especially true when the success feels ‘earned’: in 
some cases, a test may be thought of as a ‘ceremony’ in which kids prove they 
deserve to color their charts.

 It is not only students who benefit from testing. As they color in their per-
sonal charts, we fill in the corresponding boxes on our class progress charts, 
which helps us to track the advancement of the class and to plan lessons. 
Parents interested in a child’s development feel edified to see such recorded 
progress. And school administrators can refer to recorded rank progress when, 
for example, a student has to transfer from one class to another.

When to Test

 It is ineffective to try to test before there has been a fair amount of input. 
It wastes class time and discourages students if we prematurely call on indi-
viduals for answers or expect other solo speech, when the class is still at the 
group-output stage.

This is our general plan with aural-oral English:
 1. Focused input, supported by PLS Click or rank CDs.
 2. Group output (a) after, then (b) before the teacher, the latter indicating 

when to go to (or overlap to):
 3. Individual output (which may or may not be part of a rank test).

 10th Rank classes that begin in April (nenchō1 year or 1st grade) will be-
gin the 9th Rank in October and start testing at that time. The 9th Rank should 
take about six months, so most classes will move to the 8th Rank sometime in 
March of the next year. (Older beginners normally finish 10th Rank and begin 
testing earlier. Easier sections, such as color names, may be tested quite soon 

Rank Testing

1 The third year in Japan’s three-year kindergarten system.
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with upper-graders, because the difficulty will be more with pronunciation than 
with identification. When a single student manages to pass the teacher’s very 
strict native-like requirements for all 14 colors, the rest, green with envy of the 
one who proved ‘it can be done,’ will be spurred into imitative action.) From the 
time of the first test onward, testing should continuously form one component 
of every, or nearly every, class session. We don’t consider teaching and testing 
to be two entirely separate activities, and we don’t think of any rank as having 
‘testing time,’ a limited part of the year when, and only when, tests are carried 
out. Rather, we test as we teach.

 For example, as a class nears the end of the 9th Rank, we will begin to 
introduce some 8th Rank material into our lesson plans. (Unlike sharply delin-
eated school years, PLS ranks bleed into one another.) Not too many weeks 
after beginning to teach a given set of flashcards or other material, with weekly 
homework assignments for reinforcement, we’ll test. Not all kids will pass on 
the first try (if they do, we’ve waited too long to begin testing), but those who 
do, or who come close, not only will feel the thrill of achievement, but also will 
be inspiring examples for their classmates, who will study their subsequent 
homework assignments even more carefully so that they, too, can join the ranks 
of test-passers (whose prestige includes modeling and sometimes judging later 
tests).

 When we test, we can do so either formally or through games.

How to Test – Formal

 1. Preview: 
  The teacher models enunciation of the material, with those to be tested ab-

sorbed in silent, concentrated listening. (We must impress upon kids that 
this preview, though they say nothing throughout, is worth listening to be-
cause it’s for their benefit.) Later, children who have passed this test will 
preview the material, rather than the teacher—but the teacher may repeat 
after each utterance in a pleased, confirming way, giving the listeners two 
shots at hearing, the second providing that extra native-speaker gilt.

 2. Decide who is first:
 – For material that is tested and recorded incrementally, the strongest stu-

dent is tested first, as measured by prior performance. (9th Rank ex-
amples: colors, numbers, ABCs.) Other kids are tested in the same order, 
with the slower coming at the end of the test, where they’ll benefit from 
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the prior modeling of their classmates.

 – For material that is tested pass/fail for the entire set, take volunteers, or 
decide for yourself who is first. (9th Rank examples: family, pink verbs.)

 3. Individual test:
  A student stands and is tested as others look on. The first time we test any 

given material, we may elect to test only those who offer to be tested, let-
ting others wait until the next week to build confidence.

 4. Judges:
  Those who have already passed, after modeling while those to be tested 

silently listen, may be judges of the test, but this is not required. Whether 
to do so depends on a number of factors: class size, emotional maturity, 
time available and teacher proficiency with class management, among oth-
ers. Teachers will want experience before trying to have students judge 
each other, because one needs a feel for the kids’ psychology (judges and 
testees) in relation to the passage of time and potential level of stress. We 
can always adjust the degree of student-centering if things aren’t working. 
The advantages of student-centered testing are that the process keeps all 
involved in the activity, it gets kids to listen actively to one another, and it 
sharpens up the listening skills of those acting as judges, leading to im-
provements in their own English. Judges should make rapid decisions, not 
bog down the process with endless ‘hmm-ing.’

How to Test – Game

 Our classroom games are, simultaneously, “tests,” reinforcement, learn-
ing schemes, and opportunities for us to gauge readiness to be rank tested. All 
competitive games are tests of a kind, by definition. And this is true from half-
class group teams to individual players.

 A teacher does game-testing when, in preceding weeks, she’s noticed 
that all or most of the kids seem proficient in the material and are ready to be 
tested. In other words, she’s aware of the potential for passing before the game 
begins.

 At the outset, she makes no mention of testing. If the kids do well enough 
in the game to convince both her and themselves that they’ve demonstrated 
command of the material and deserve to color, then she announces, “Hey, 
didn’t you know that was a test?” (A revelation to which students who are used 
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to formal tests react with surprise and delight.) 

 If the class turns out to be not as good at the material as anticipated, no 
mention of testing need be made, and this week the game was just a game. 
In other words, any game can retroactively be considered a test, provided the 
teacher is satisfied that this game has given the kids a chance to demonstrate 
individual mastery.

 The archetypical group game-test is Stand Up / Sit Down (see ‘Flashcard 
Games’ in this manual for more information). Once the end of the card set has 
been reached, the teacher may (judging the momentum of the game and time 
constraints) pick up the cards again and keep going, doing two passes through 
to prove that any who never sit deserve to pass. She need not, however, actu-
ally test every kid on every card. She’ll hit them with a few real toughies and 
have a little fun pretending to try to get them out but being frustrated when they 
know all the answers, and then she’ll both have checked their qualifications 
and enhanced the kids’ feel of being tested in a way that mattered.

 (Kids that have missed a card and sat, will not necessarily have to stay 
down. They may stand again on their next turn, as usual in this game. At game’s 
end, however, if the teacher wants to declare it to have been a test, only those 
who hadn’t sat at all will be declared champions and ‘passers.’ A looser rule, 
which may be applied with weaker classes doing, say, a passel of noun cards, 
is that everyone who missed and sat but one time, may pass.)

 Games other than Stand Up / Sit Down may qualify as test-worthy, as de-
scribed at PLS seminars. What they have in common is that high standards are 
maintained throughout and that simply winning any sort of game isn’t enough; 
a game test should be comprehensive enough to really ‘count.’

A Sample Color Test

 The teacher, Susan, has finished the homework check and, before going 
on to other activities, plans to test the children on the color cards. This is the 
third week of testing for this 9th Rank class, and she consults her Class Prog-
ress Chart. “Haruki passed last week, so he’ll say the colors for us,” she tells 
the children. “Everyone, listen to Haruki.”

 Haruki carefully pronounces each color as Susan flashes the cards. She 
happily confirms by repeating, but for “violet” she requires Haruki to say it 
again, to give a clearer, more careful pronunciation model. The other three chil-
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dren concentrate silently on Haruki’s example. The attention of one boy, Tep-
pei, seems to wander occasionally. “Teppei, look at the cards,” Susan reminds 
him. “And sit up straight.”

 Haruki has finished, so Susan again consults her Class Progress Chart. 
“Momoyo made it to 11 last week, Noriko got to 9, and Teppei made it up to 6. 
That means you’re first, Momoyo.”

 “Good luck, Momoyo,” say the others.

 Momoyo stands and, a bit nervous, readies herself. She stumbles over 
certain of the trickier colors to pronounce, struggling with the ‘r ’ of ‘gray’ and 
the ‘l’ of ‘yellow,’ and forgets ‘brown’ altogether. Otherwise, she speedily says, 
with correct pronunciation, the other eleven. (Haruki is not judging Momoyo’s 
performance, as Susan doesn’t feel the class is ready for this step yet.) Su-
san lays the cards into two piles, ‘hits’ and ‘misses,’ and speedily reviews the 
‘misses’ at the end of the test, turning this into an opportunity to teach as well.

 “Nice try!” Susan applauds, and the other children join in. “That’s the same 
as last time, so we’ll try again next week.” Momoyo doesn’t look happy about 
not beating last week’s record, but she has no time to sulk because Susan has 
already tapped Noriko to stand next.

 “Good luck, Noriko.”

 Noriko manages to say ten cards correctly, besting her previous record by 
one, and she delightedly colors in one more space on the ‘Color Wheel’ of her 
Progress Chart (after a review of the four ‘misses’). Meanwhile, 
Teppei has stood up, ready for his turn. The repeated pre-
views he’s gotten from his three classmates have made him 
confident and impatient to begin.

 “Good luck, Teppei.”

 Teppei struggles mightily with all the usual trouble spots: 
‘th,’ ‘v,’ ‘l,’ ‘r,’ and so on. Susan cuts him next to no slack, knowing that the color 
test is only secondarily about colors, being mainly about pronunciation. Only 
by strictly enforcing these things can she help Teppei improve. Nonetheless, 
he names eight colors correctly, surpassing his prior record by two, and trium-
phantly pumps his fist in the air.

 Again, however, Susan only lets him color in two more spaces on his 
‘Color Wheel’ once he has reviewed, with the rest, the cards in his ‘miss’ pile.
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 The test is over. The last thing Susan does before they begin another ac-
tivity is to tell them, “Bring out your 9th Rank CD homework sheets.”
 • Momoyo got closest to passing and is assigned to listen to the CD track 

for ‘14 Colors’ twice; she writes this number in the appropriate box her-
self.

 • Noriko needs a bit more study, as evidenced by her performance, and is 
assigned to listen three times.

 • To Teppei, Susan says, “Do you want to listen four times, or five?” Tep-
pei’s first instinct is to go for the lower number, but he reconsiders and 
opts for five, perhaps motivated by that jolt of pleasure at besting his 
prior record a moment ago—and, having chosen this heavier assignment 
himself, is more likely to willingly complete it.

 • Haruki, who has passed the test, is assigned one listening time, to keep 
the material fresh and to prepare to be the ‘previewer’ again next time.

 All this being done, they move on to another activity.

Additional Notes

 • We target the easiest rank items first to get someone a bit of color on his or 
her Progress Chart. This energizes everyone and allows jealousy and the 
spirit of competition to spur.

 • The cheerleading, helpfully homework-assigning teacher aims for someone 
to color something on the chart, hopefully, every week, maybe giving a soft, 
morale pass to the slowest kid for their first color—the teacher will see to it 
that they get retroactive reinforcement.

 • To delay testing rank requirements after attaining a new rank, is to stop what 
should be an almost continual process after the first milestone (the 10th 
Rank certificate, which marks the start of the 9th and of testing).

 • With the right loving leadership, kids will learn to help slower classmates 
during testing, so that near the end of a period of testing, the very slow can 
be given second chances and all will condone it. Part of the testing proce-
dure involves imparting the atmosphere and expectation that all should help 
each other. (But don’t allow know-it-alls to give the answers unbidden.)

 • Especially when certain students are stuck and, week after week, seem not 
to be making progress in testing, one effective strategy is to make coaches 
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of those who have passed. Split the class into smaller study groups. In 
each group, designated coaches will teach the soon-to-be-tested. Instruct 
coaches to make two piles of cards, successes and failures, and to review 
the misses. If needed, the teacher corrects pronunciation and other errors 
through the coaches, not directly, and asks the coaches for a report at the 
end on whether the kid they were tutoring is test-ready.

 • The idea of a test is getting the best each kid is capable of. Hold high stan-
dards at all times, push them to their absolute best, and then test them with 
those expectations. Testing and rank levels are really tools to help us along 
toward our real goal: learning and using the language. Some of it can even 
be thought of as mainly theater.

 • Different materials require different criteria. Family cards, for example, must 
be learned 100% to pass, but nouns need not be—see the class progress 
charts for symbols indicating our recommended test criteria for each item. 
Some items build to 100%, but kids color in as they go: e.g., ABCs, col-
ors, numbers, telling time. For a weak kid at the end, we may accept 100% 
recognition of all the cards (with a few second chances if there’s no other 
way he’ll pass), with slightly less than 100% accurate pronunciation, after 
retries. We must allow of course for speech impediments and for childish 
pronunciation difficulties (some of our youngest kids can’t pronounce their 
native language quite right yet either); there’s some gray area here. During 
a test, always give a chance to self-correct with no hint, which is still consid-
ered point-worthy.

 • Once we start testing, week after week we should either:
 – keep testing every time, or
 – at least cover those cards in class, to preview for a test the next week, if 

there’s not time that day.
  And in either case, that subject should be assigned as PLS Click or rank CD 

homework.

 • To increase the efficiency of testing, which is generally a time-consuming 
activity, it’s a good idea not only to keep close record of who has passed 
which tests, but also to note how far along individual students are in tests 
(like for the 14 colors) which are incremental. Having this jotted in one’s les-
son plan will help eliminate some of the paper shuffling and momentary con-
fusion that might otherwise arise when trying to determine who needs to be 
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tested, who is qualified to model, and who ought to go first. Student charts 
will show this, but someone may forget their file, and in any case, valuable 
time will be saved if we’re on top of things.

 • When a student passes a rank, the teacher neatly signs and dates the prog-
ress chart. The student should bring the chart to class the following week 
with a guardian’s hanko stamped on it, at which time the rank passage be-
comes official and a rank certificate is ceremoniously issued, both teacher 
and student respectfully standing. Others may applaud. Absolutely no goof-
ing off. This is a serious occasion of honor.


